The split over the coalition in October 1922 caused long-term 
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The division in the Conservative Party was created during the year before the Parliamentary The opponents of the Coalition saw the decision of October 1922 as vital to the survival and integrity of the Party, and any hint of reversing it produced a disproportionate reaction. The Coalition had been overthrown by a rebellion from within the Conservative ranks which, like all forms of civil war, left a bitter legacy. It was never forgotten on which side anyone had taken their stand, and the victors were always unsure about the permanence of the outcome and unconvinced of the reliability of the losers. The events of October 1922 broke some careers and elevated others, creating a new set of leading figures who owed their eminence to the outcome of that crisis, and whose position was legitimised by the paramountcy of their interpretation of it. For these reasons, Conservative politics for nearly a decade afterwards were viewed through this prism, and shaped by its distorting effects.
Party rejected the continuation of the Coalition by 185 votes to 88 at the Carlton Club meeting on 19 October 1922. The verdict did not just repudiate the strategy of an electoral alliance with Lloyd George's wing of the Liberal Party, it also swept out of office the Conservative leader, Austen Chamberlain, and the other prominent cabinet ministers who had supported the Coalition. Whilst they nursed their grievances in the wilderness, a new leadership group was established in the Conservative cabinet formed by the incoming Prime Minister, Andrew Bonar Law. For the first time since the split over the repeal of the Corn Laws in 1846, the Conservative Party had two rival sets of leaders; also mirroring 1846, the ousted leaders included many big names but relatively few backbenchers, and were regarded with a good deal of antagonism by the majority of their former followers. This historical parallel could only make Conservatives alarmed, for the rupture over the Corn Laws had led to several decades of marginalisation. They also had a much more recent example of the dangers of disunity to concentrate the mind: the decline of the Liberal Party into factionalism and futility since its split in 1916. These factors acted as moderating constraints upon Conservative divisions after 1922, and they were reinforced by the powerful traditions of unity, loyalty, civility and pragmatism which formed part of Conservative political culture. There was no open warfare between the two camps, no fragmentation of the constituency associations (a marked feature of the Liberal decay), and no fratricidal competing candidates in the general elections. 2 This did not just affect the most prominent leaders on each side: Bonar Law (for the few months left to him) and Baldwin of the anti-coalitionists; Austen Chamberlain, the Earl of Birkenhead, Sir Robert Horne, Earl Balfour and Sir Laming Worthington-Evans of the coalition supporters. It had a lasting impact even on the relatively junior figures involved, and thus when Leslie Scott (the Attorney-General in 1922) was a possible candidate for the Speakership in 1928, he was blocked by the Chief Whip's telling observation that he was 'not very popular with our people (they haven't forgotten the break up of the Coalition)'.
The absence of these problems was the reason why the Conservative Party was not endangered by the split of 1922, and was able to achieve considerable electoral success during the rest of the inter-war period. However, it was not the case that there was no damage at all, or that its effects were limited only to the 15 months of disunity from October 1922 to January 1924. There were considerable tensions, resentments and insecurities, and a legacy of suspicion which tainted many of the interactions within the Party for a further eight years after the public reunion of 1924. 3 Even quite minor coalitionist MPs, such as Warden Chilcott or Oliver Locker-Lampson (who had been Austen Chamberlain's PPS) had a black mark against them for the rest of their careers. 4 These antagonisms lasted, and they did However, whilst 'out and out wishing for Boscawen's defeat', 7 Chamberlain may have been unaware that the Independent Conservative candidate who was the crucial spoiler in the by-election was financed by Locker-Lampson. 8 The Carlton Club meeting revealed that the supporters of continued coalition were the minority, and their numbers shrank further in the following weeks.
Antagonism and suspicion was voiced most frequently by the anti-coalitionists, partly because they were much more numerous, and partly because -as the ones in insecure ascendancy -they had most to lose. However, if fear (or its companion, paranoia)
emanated from the anti-coalition side alone, bitterness was the province of the ousted coalitionists, whilst loathing was prevalent on both sides, sometimes concealed and sometimes openly vented. 9 The securing of a purely Conservative working majority validated Law's strategy and meant that his government would continue, and after this some MPs quietly drifted back to the fold. In addition, the relatively small were newcomers. The latter were likely to have accepted the fall of the Coalition as right and necessary, not least because they had won their seats following it, whilst it is very probable that those who voted for coalition at the Carlton Club were a disproportionate element of the departed.
A more definite indication of the size of the coalitionist group was the 49 MPs present at the dinner held in honour of Austen Chamberlain on 30 November. 10 Given such broad support for the anti-coalition stance, and its confirmation by the laurels of victory in 1922, it might seem surprising that the issue of coalition was not dead and buried, or that the future course of the Conservative Party should ever again be in doubt. That this was far from the case was due to four reasons. First, the prestige and experience of the ousted leaders contrasted pointedly with that of their replacements, apart from Law and the Foreign Secretary who had continued in office from the Coalition, Lord Curzon. Second was the insecurity of the new However, some of these were probably motivated mainly by feelings of loyalty, and it is clear that very few were eager to continue the fight. In reality, the strength and importance of the pro-coalition group lay in its heavyweight figures rather than its numbers; it was always a matter of chiefs with relatively few Indians. For this reason, the discussion which follows deals with the former coalitionists mainly in terms of this cadre of leaders, whilst the anti-coalitionists were a much broader spectrum. They included the newly-promoted cabinet, the new generation of junior ministers and most of the backbenchers.
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leadership, who were prone to looking over their shoulders and seeing conspirators huddled in corners plotting against them. 11 The third factor was the uncertain electoral situation due to the unprecedented three-party rivalry and its tendency to produce hung parliaments in which the Liberals held the balance. In particular, the coalitionists interpreted the 1922 election result in a quite different way: they noted that nearly two-thirds of voters had polled against the Conservative Party, and saw this as evidence of the dangers of standing as a party alone. On their reading, the outcome was proof of the correctness of their strategy; Law's majority was due to luck in the way in which the electoral system had operated, and was no sound basis for the future. 12 Finally, there was the unfamiliar and vastly increased mass electorate, and the related phenomenon of the rapid rise of the Labour Party; the first led to doubt and insecurity, the second to alarm and the quest for a response. Views on this varied, and in general the anti-coalitionists emphasised the need for a 'positive alternative', by which they meant tariff reform. This was partly because they felt that the Coalition had proven the futility of relying upon negative anti-Socialism, and partly due to the commitment of many Conservatives to Joseph Chamberlain's vision of a united Empire closely linked to a prosperous mother country. However, to achieve this goal the protectionist programme For much of this time, the former coalitionists were content to sit on the sidelines, as they were convinced that the new government would last 'a short time only', after which the Party would return to its senses under 'its proper leaders'. 13 During the first phase, the coalitionists were partly recovering from the shock of being dispossessed of the power which they had come to take for granted, and partly constrained by their tactical dilemma. in the Coalition as Lord Chancellor, and was considered to have contributed much to its cynical opportunism. He was by far the most outspoken of the fallen leaders during this first phase, and his attacks were deeply resented by the anti-coalitionists. 14 To their surprise, and possibly that of Law and his new cabinet, the result of the election was an overall majority for the Conservative Party on its own, with 342 MPs; Labour had advanced considerably to 142 MPs, and there were 62 Liberal followers of Asquith and 53 of Lloyd George.
However, this was no more than sniping from the sidelines, and the coalitionists were careful to do nothing to cause direct electoral damage. 15 It was clear from this that the Law government would be in office for some time (Austen Chamberlain thought for three or four years 16 ), and that any undermining of the first Conservative ministry since 1905 would be unacceptable to the rank and file on the backbenches and in the constituencies. There would have to be a period of delay before there could be a reunion, although it was known that Law wanted to accomplish this as soon as possible, as he shared the widespread view that the front bench was weak in administrative experience and debating power. The awareness that the government was vulnerable on these grounds was largely the reason for the sensitivity of its members and supporters to any slights offered by the former coalitionists, and any manoeuvring on their part.
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Although the latter (with the exception of Birkenhead) were temperate in public, their cool detachment was resented; even Austen Chamberlain's half-brother Neville noted that he had 'kept aloof', and that when he did intervene in debate 'there has been a somewhat acid tone about his remarks'. 18 Even more significantly, it was clear from statements such as Austen Chamberlain's speech at Birmingham in March 1923 that the coalitionists had not changed their minds about the dangers of dividing the 'anti-Socialist forces'. 19 The belief was 6 prevalent amongst MPs 'that there was a Chamberlain cave, pledged to an "all or none" policy inimical to the wider interests of the Party'. 20 The Coalition grandees' eminence was still assumed, ironically much on their own terms, and re-admitting them would dangerously open the door to a coup from within. For these reasons, whilst reunion was generally desired, there inhibitions against it happening too soon. The coalitionists mistakenly believed 'that time will show without our aid that we were right', when in fact with each month that the government remained in office, the less necessary and more out-of-touch the former leaders appeared. 21 The exiled coalitionists were well aware that Law's health was extremely suspect; 22 they assumed that if he had to retire, their return would become essential and they could almost impose their own terms. When illness forced Law to resign quite suddenly in May 1923, it was natural that the coalitionists should expect his replacement to be the grand and greatly-experienced Foreign
Secretary, Lord Curzon. Much as they detested him for his last-minute switch of sides in October 1922, 23 they knew that Curzon operated on the same assumptions about high politics. With his own claim to being Law's inevitable successor resting upon his experience and superiority, he would find it impossible to continue with a cabinet of undistinguished newcomers, and would offer prominent positions to the coalitionists. 24 When the mantle instead went to Baldwin, it was not just a blow to Curzon but a setback to the coalitionists -and it was known and understood as such in both camps, especially amongst those who had been rebel junior ministers in October 1922, such as Amery and Bridgeman. At this time, Baldwin did not have a strong enough position to bring back the coalitionists as a group, or any intention of doing so. 25 He sought instead to break up their cohesion, with approaches to the less eminent who would also be less difficult for the Party rank and file to swallow. The leading coalitionists had been meeting regularly as a group, both privately and with occasional public dinners, 26 but on Law's retirement Austen Chamberlain formally released his colleagues from any obligation to remain together and refuse office. 27 However, the combination of their pride, resentment and mutual esprit de corps kept nearly all of them together voluntarily. Horne refused the offer of a return to the Treasury (vacated by Baldwin when he became Prime Minister), 28 and only the lightest-weight of the coalitionist leaders took the bait. For some time, Worthington-Evans had been thought by the others to be eager to return to office, 29 but
his swallowing of such a small fly as the Postmaster-Generalship only made him seem foolish and greedy to both sides -the phrase 'worthy reasons' becoming a euphemism for unprincipled selfseeking. Baldwin did make an approach to Austen Chamberlain when the latter returned from the continent a few days later, but deeply offended him with the offer the Washington embassy, which would have removed him from public life. 30 Whether Baldwin's lack of tact and enthusiasm were deliberate or not, they certainly reflected political reality and achieved more or less the outcome which he needed. He had made some offers and gestures for unity, so the blame for continued division rested solely with the coalitionists and appeared to be based upon pride and arrogance, and there was also some disruption and loss of prestige for the coalitionists due to Worthington-Evans's detachment.
The most important figure amongst the coalitionists was Austen Chamberlain, not only because he was the former Party Leader and the leader of the exiles, but also because his character was respected. His return, provided he could accept the status quo, was the one most desired by the During the year of division after the 1922 general election, the coalitionists were in the difficult position of hoping for the government to make a blunder. However, when the protectionist 8 policy launched by Baldwin at the Party conference in October 1923 destabilised the government's position, the coalitionists were unable exploit the opportunity and instead found themselves swept away in the tide. The view that achieving this result was Baldwin's primary purpose in adopting tariffs has for some time been discredited, and it is clear that the worsening unemployment situation together with the weak position of the government were the driving forces. 39 However, although it was a decade later when Baldwin told Tom Jones that his motive had been to separate the Conservative coalitionists from Lloyd George, this does not mean it was not a contributory element and a dividend worth obtaining. 40 Ministers were constantly anxious that Lloyd George was going to pull the rug from under their feet, and rumours were circulating in early October that he and
Birkenhead were going to declare for protectionism as a means of restoring the Coalition. 41 On 12
November, the day on which the King agreed to a dissolution, Baldwin met Austen Chamberlain and Birkenhead to explore possible reunion. The coalitionists failed to appreciate how their position had weakened in the last six months, and asked too high a price: the inclusion most of their group, and for the two principals ministerial posts after the election that were 'on the same footing of influence and authority as we had previously held'.
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The election took place on 6 December 1923, and was a clear rejection of the tariff policy.
The Conservatives lost their overall majority, but were the largest party with 258 MPs to the 191
Labour and 158 Liberal Members. In the week after the poll, a plot was launched by Birkenhead to replace Baldwin with a leader who could come to an arrangement with the Liberals and prevent Labour taking office, but this plan collapsed when it became clear that he had misrepresented Balfour's position and had misled Derby and others.
Baldwin briefly appeared to accept this, but resistance from Amery and Lord Salisbury gave him a perhaps not unwelcome reason for letting the negotiation lapse. Although they were not given office, Austen Chamberlain's and Birkenhead's past support for tariff reform left them no credible alternative to publicly supporting Baldwin, and their platform efforts during the campaign went some way to rehabilitate them with mainstream Party opinion. 43 On 11 December, the cabinet unanimously endorsed Baldwin's strategy of remaining in office until the new Parliament met in late January, thus making the Liberal Party responsible for installing a Socialist government in office. There was much complaint within the Conservative Party over the calling of the election and the defeat, but almost none of the critics wanted Baldwin to depart; the leading diehards were far from alone in concluding that 'it would be fatal to abandon Baldwin'. 44 This was partly because his public image made him an asset, but also because the most likely replacements were coalitionists. Anticoalitionism was crucial in Baldwin's survival, and the rumours of intrigue against him produced a 'very marked' rally of support from mainstream MPs. 45 Baldwin remained the most acceptable 9 leader, and his continued presence was seen by the majority as a guarantee of the Party's independence and integrity. 46 Ormsby-Gore's view of the lesser evil was widely shared: he 'would far rather have a Labour government' than restore the dominance of Lloyd George or the coalitionists. 47 After six weeks of fevered speculation, any possibility of a revived coalition was ended on 21 January 1924, when the Liberal and Labour parties combined to vote the government out of office. Following this, there was little opposition in the Shadow Cabinet to the return of the coalitionists, and agreement that it was better to accept Birkenhead in order to secure Austen
Chamberlain and achieve unity. 48 Being in opposition made this easier; the exiles were not being given ministerial office, and there was no need to drop anyone to make room for them. With Neville Chamberlain's mediation and advice, Baldwin dined with Austen Chamberlain on 5
February and extended an invitation for the coalitionists to return to the front bench in a form tactful enough for it to be accepted. beginning at the first shadow cabinet meeting which he attended. The two groups were still uneasy with each other, due to two sources of friction which were to be constant for the next several years:
on the one hand, the thin-skinned insecurities of the anti-coalitionists, and on the other, the superior and condescending manner of the coalitionists -a habit of mind acquired before the Coalition fell (and in no small part a contributor to its decline), and persisted in perhaps because pride had been all there was to sustain the dispossessed leaders in their uncomfortable exile. Thus, Birkenhead was reported in October 1924 as claiming that with reunion Baldwin 'will be well under control' in a future cabinet, an expectation bound to alarm the anti-coalitionists. 50 The Olympian presumptions of the coalitionists led them to under-estimate their colleagues from the Prime Minister downwards, and thus to be surprised when any of them did well. After two years in the cabinet of Baldwin's second ministry, Birkenhead was reported in dinner conversation to have described one colleague (Sir John Gilmour) as 'surprisingly good', and in the case of another (William Bridgeman) to admit 'that he had completely under-rated him.' 51 The ex-coalitionists tended to socialise more with each other than with their newer and sometimes younger colleagues; this was particularly the case with Churchill and Birkenhead, who were close friends, but also included Balfour, Horne and, to a lesser extent, Austen Chamberlain. 52 Inevitably, their dinner gossip leaked out, and those aspects which what counted was brains and experience, but the rebels were far closer to the ethos of Conservatism in prizing character -particularly in the forms of honesty, consistency and straightforwardnessabove this. 57 The most effective rejoinder to Birkenhead's jibe about 'second-class brains' had been Lord Robert Cecil's reply that this was better than having 'second-class characters'. The standard-bearer of this purified politics, in his own eyes and those of many others, was Baldwin; as one MP wrote in the autumn of 1924, 'we see you struggling courageously to raise the level of British Conservatism'. 58 Defending Baldwin's leadership was more than supporting one man against another; when he was under attack from the press lords in 1930, one mainstream MP was moved to declare that 'to my way of thinking Mr. Baldwin stands for all that is vital, fundamental and true for the progress and development of civilisation not only in the Empire but all over the world'. 59 Only a few weeks after reunion, the submerged antagonisms and suspicions were revived by
Churchill's contesting of the Westminster Abbey by-election in March 1924 as an 'Independent Anti-Socialist' candidate, although there was also an official Conservative candidate nominated by the local association. Churchill's transition back to the Conservative Party was actively promoted by the former Coalition leaders, and the darkest interpretations were placed on their motives. It was assumed by anti-coalitionists that it was an attempt to reinforce the coalitionist faction as the prelude to an internal conspiracy and coup. 60 For the editor of the strongly-Conservative Morning Post newspaper, the issue was stark: Gwynne told Baldwin that 'if the other side win, you will go and with you all that is fine in our party will disappear', whilst the triumph of the coalitionist strategy would swiftly result in 'giving the country over to Socialism'.
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On 18 May 1924, an interview with Baldwin was published in The People newspaper which contained unprecedently pointed aspersions on the former coalitionists and related targets, such as the press barons Beaverbrook and Rothermere. In many eyes, the latter were tarred with the brush of coalitionism: they were seen as unprincipled and unscrupulous, keen to fish in muddied waters, and their ministerial offices in 1917-18 were considered one of the worse excrescences of the Coalition; they were close to the coalition-minded, such as Churchill and Birkenhead (who earned money writing for their newspapers), and both Beaverbrook and -particularly -Rothermere were in regular contact with Lloyd George. Baldwin almost certainly did not intended his comments to appear in this way, and had to write letters denying them to the injured parties. However, this maladroitness was not the important point, which is that the interview exposed the continuing suspicion and ill-feeling within the leadership, and was a warning shot against a combination who at the Admiralty, and he at once took this to be a coalitionist intrigue, and told Baldwin so. 66 He was far from alone: the gossip in the House of Commons was that it was a plot to force out Bridgeman and make room for Horne, in order 'to strengthen the Coalition element in the Cabinet', and it is significant that even a newly-elected MP saw the crisis in these terms. 67 Bridgeman was less specific, but with his back to the wall in the later stages of the crisis, his memo setting out the 'political case for the Admiralty' pointedly observed that 'the most loyal part of the Conservative Party' supported the navy's building programme, and that if Baldwin lost this constituency he would have no solid body of support to rely upon. 68 As the government continued, and especially after the baptism of fire of the General Strike in 1926, the cabinet grew accustomed to working together and mutual regard developed, sometimes unexpectedly.
Following this, Churchill -who had been sure he was about to triumph -found himself instead to be the loser of the battle. 69 When Birkenhead departed in 1928 for personal reasons, his resignation letter 13 observed that a cabinet 'which assembled upon the crater of some bitter and recent memories' had become 'a band of brothers'. 70 The lines of disagreement varied from issue to issue and were not repeatedly drawn upon pro-and anti-coalition lines, and there was no accusation from within the cabinet of the coalitionists acting as an organised faction. However, suspicion was only submerged, and resurfaced at any hint of intrigue or a change in the political balance. The victors of 1922 had a lingering belief that the ex-coalitionists could be easily tempted into their old habits;
like an alcoholic, they might be abstaining for the present, but the weakness remained. The anticoalitionists believed that Lloyd George still exerted a fascination for his former lieutenants, and assumed that more was going on behind the scenes than was apparent. 71 There were enough rumours, loose talk and minor incidents to give this credence, although this was often a matter of interpretation (or misinterpretation). Churchill was habitually indiscreet, talking loosely at one point in 1927 of the possibility of Lloyd George joining the government. 72 After Birkenhead left the cabinet to earn money in the City, he also resumed his profitable newspaper articles; inevitably,
Davidson's suspicions were aroused, darkly observing that 'the hair on his heels becomes a little more visible and a little thicker every day.' 73 Davidson was always conscious of the dividing line drawn in 1922, and 'continuously' pointed out to Baldwin the ambitions, 'sense of superiority and indispensability' of the coalitionists. 74 This may have contributed to Baldwin's sentiment, voiced as late as 1928, that 'he could never feel quite safe with men who had been L.G.'s men'. 75 Following the defeat in the 1929 general election, with the Liberals again holding the balance, there was some backbench alarm that a coalitionist strategy might be adopted. However, the former Coalition leaders were now an ageing and dwindling band: Birkenhead had left the cabinet, Balfour was very elderly, Austen Chamberlain had been seriously ill and was remote from domestic affairs, and Worthington-Evans now carried little weight. Churchill, still active and vigorous, was alone in pressing for negotiation with Lloyd George, but he was also seen a something of a fading force due to criticisms of his tenure of the Treasury and the unpopularity of his free trade views. All these figures, together with some others of the former cabinet, were identified as the 'old gang' whom many mainstream MPs wished to see dropped. 76 They were still tagged with their Coalition identity, at least in the eyes of the diehards, who's leaders wished 'to scrap the three former Coalition front benchers, as useless, Austen, Winston and Worthy'. 77 It was India which produced one of the last crises in Conservative politics to be largely 80 The view of Cunliffe-Lister, Churchill's cabinet colleague in 1924-29, was 'that Winston seized on the opportunity to make common cause with L.G.', and 'seems resolved on reunion with Rome at any cost'. 81 Winterton was far from alone from giving credence to the 'circumstantial rumours' that, as he revealingly described, 'some nominal members of our Party' were intriguing with Rothermere and Lloyd George to achieve the dual aim of Baldwin's downfall and 'a new Coalition'. anti-coalitionists (Hailsham and Neville Chamberlain). It was no coincidence that the two latter came to an understanding to co-operate rather than compete, due to their over-riding desire to ensure the leadership did not fall into the hands of either of the former coalitionists. 83 In The effectiveness of his India campaign was always hampered by suspicions that it was just a pretext for an attempt to smash the National Government and seize the Party leadership, 'to play cuckoo using India for this purpose.' 84 In the long term, the anti-coalitionists won as conclusively as they had in 1922. By the 1930s, Disraeli's dictum that 'England does not love coalitions' had become an article of faith within the Conservative Party. 85 Even in the hung parliaments of the first and second Labour Governments in 1924 and 1929-31, the line was held that no concessions on policy or electoral reform would be given to secure Liberal support in defeating the government; significantly, the only such pact at national level, with Sir John Simon's group in 1931, was explicitly based on their acceptance of the Conservative protectionist programme. Fusion with any other party to create a new centre party was ruled out; whatever the National Government began as or evolved into, it was never that.
Entry into a new coalition in August 1931 was unplanned, and came about due to the extreme pressures and peculiar topography of the crisis. The proviso that it was to be temporary and not affect party compositions or programmes was written into its founding agreement entirely to reassure the Conservative Party, and Baldwin emphasised that there had been no loss of autonomy or sacrifice of principle at the party meeting called a few days later. 86 The National Government remained an uneasy affair until the departure of the free-trade Samuelite Liberals in September 1932; after this it continued more comfortably because it was significantly unlike the nature of, and balance of powers within, the Lloyd George government of , that coalitions 'always led to a sacrifice of principles'. 87 It was not that he had abandoned his principles, or even that National Labour and Liberal National leaders had abandoned theirs (though they had certainly changed some views, principally on free trade). It was that the National Government was not 'coalition' like that of 1918-22 in its ethos, conduct or (crucially) effectiveness, and so it was possible to be within it without eroding Party identity and vitality or losing self-respect. Thus, after 1931 the Conservative Party remained well-organised, wellresourced, active and cohesive, whilst still affirming the mantra that coalition was an anathema to be avoided in peacetime.
